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THE ART OF DECEPTION,
A STORY THE MSM REFUSE TO REPORT,
GEORGE SOROS AND A GREAT CAMPAIGN AD

For comments, suggestions or tips, please contact
Larry. To view past newsletters or homepage.
PREFACE: In our 038 Newsletter we said we were
going to quit talking about the Wuhan Virus and other
extraneous diversions, for a reason.
China has done a masterful job of deflecting attention
of the international community with its intentional
release of the Wuhan Virus on to the World Stage.
Now I believe we can show you why – and what the
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) is really up to.
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NOTE: Once again, a big salute to our readers for
their kind help and generous contributions to our
Newsletter. We really appreciate the constant support.
ON WITH THE SHOW!
AGNES CHOW – HEROINE OF HONG KONG
This article demonstrates the bravery of this young
lady to face down the Communist Chinese. Although
she has finally been released, the Chinese
Communists have her number. I would not be
surprised if she soon goes “missing” as is the case of
anyone who openly disagrees with the Thugs of the
Chinese Communist Party.
Too bad Americans are not instilled with this kind of
courage anymore.
CHINA’S ORDER TO NOT FIRE FIRST SHOT
This is a very short article – but shows exactly what
Sun-Tzu meant when he famously stated that:
“Deception is nine-tenths of the battle.”
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Here, the Chinese have given the deceptive order not
to shoot first. In this way, if and when a shooting war
starts, they can claim their military was “ordered” not
to shoot first.
The truth is, China will shoot first, if giving the right
opportunity.
Please read this article. It is short and to the point.
Make sure to read the Comments – very revealing, to
say the least.
TRUMP WILL ATTACK
If you read this article, you will start to see the
complete picture come into very clear focus.
In truth, Trump is not going to attack China – but that
is what China is NOW trying to convince the World
he will do.
This is the epitome of deception. Make sure to read
the Comments here, too.
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THE AMERICAN MILITARY TO REORGANIZE
This is a longer article, and requires a little time to
read. However, it shows that President Trump is not
being “diverted” by the Chinese, nor the Russian
Communists.
When time permits, please read it and see what you
think.
ON ANOTHER SUBJECT – EVER HEARD OF
CANNON HINNANT?
This is a story that the Main Stream Media is
horrified of covering – so they simply ignored it.
Please read it and see if you can figure out why they
refuse to even cover this tragic and senseless act of
violence. It should be self-explanatory.
Only FOX News, Tucker Carlson, covered this story.
GEORGE SOROS – 60 MINUTE INTERVIEW
This interview (13:27 minutes) has been around
awhile but we wanted to play it again to refresh your
memory as to who is funding much of the Radical
Democrat Left Wing – and even some of the more
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“moderate” Democrats in America.
If you have never seen this interview, I guarantee it
will shake you to your boots.
The message that George Soros is subtly giving is –
the Ends Justify the Means.
ALL those who take money from this International
Criminal should be run out of office on November 3,
2020!
“Jackals dine with like kind.”
SEAN PARNELL’S POLITICAL AD
This has to be one of the best political ads I have seen
in a long time. Take a look and see what you think. If
we can get more like him, then maybe we can still
save America – before it is too late.
As an added attraction (on the email), we have
included a great video (very short) of a dog watching
a Spanish Soccer Game. We hope it will give you a
laugh. It sure did us!
We hope it send you into the weekend with a smile.
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That is it for now. Take care, stay safe and keep
thinking positive.
Until next time, Sayonara from Kobe, Japan!
Lawrence Klepinger
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